Modeling and Measuring Pre-Service Teachers’ Assessment Literacy Regarding Experimentation Competences in Biology
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Abstract: Assessment literacy is a crucial aspect of teachers’ professional knowledge and relevant to fostering students’ learning. Concerning experimentation, teachers have to be able to assess student achievement when students form hypotheses, design experiments, and analyze data. Therefore, teachers need to be familiar with criteria for experimentation as well as student conceptions of experimentation. The present study modeled and measured 495 German pre-service teachers’ knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences in biology. We applied an open-answer format for the measurement instrument. For modeling we used item response theory (IRT). We argue that knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences is a one-dimensional construct and we provide evidence for the validity of the measurement. Furthermore, we describe qualitative findings of pre-service teachers’ knowledge of what to assess, in particular difficulties concerning the assessment of student conceptions as well as the use of scientific terms in the assessments. We discuss the findings in terms of implications for science teacher education and further research perspectives.
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1. Introduction

When student experimentation competences are fostered, teachers’ assessment skills come into focus. Assessment literacy of teachers has been found to have a significant effect on students’ learning [1]. Educational assessment is closely connected to instruction and takes place regularly [2] (p. 1). It is a prerequisite to planning lessons and adapting instruction to the students’ needs. Moreover, “assessment information provides feedback to the student”, which can enhance achievement [2] (p. 7) [3].

A central learning objective in biology are experimentation competences [4,5]. Experimentation competences are acquired successively in high school. One challenge for students is to understand how new findings in biology are gained. Specifically, German students often have misconceptions regarding experimentation [6] (p. 199). Therefore, the formation of hypotheses, the design of experiments, and the analysis of data must be practiced, and mistakes should be discussed [7]. Teachers have to be able to assess students’ experimentation competences and related conceptions adequately to adapt their instruction, thus enhancing students’ understanding [2] (p. 10). Assessing experimentation competences requires a range of knowledge. Disciplinary knowledge (cf. content knowledge, CK), and pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) are essential for the assessments [8] (p. 156). Teacher education in universities has to establish the essential knowledge and skills regarding assessment literacy. “knowledge is converted to skills” with increasing competence [9] (p. 70) [10]. Skills do not include...
“mastering a technique [. . . ] [without] the use of systematic knowledge” in this contribution [11] (p. 374). Assessment literacy can be expanded in the proceeding teaching practice and the teaching career [12]. Assessment literacy is “defined as a basic understanding of educational assessment and related skills to apply such knowledge to various measures of student achievement” [8] (p. 149) cf. [13].

To date, only a few research studies have been conducted on teachers’ assessment literacy for inquiry concerning biology. One of the studies has analyzed pre-service teachers’ diagnostic competence for experimentation competences via a questionnaire with a closed answer format, for which the Cronbach’s alpha for the measure of diagnostic competence (α = 0.50) was low [14] (pp. 67ff., p. 189). Alternatively, the present study specifically focuses on subject-specific research regarding teacher education in biology in Germany. The paper-pencil questionnaire study applies open-ended tasks presenting classroom scenarios of experimental biology lesson activities, which meet real-life demands in assessment more closely than a closed-answer format. It aims to develop a more reliable instrument to capture pre-service teachers’ knowledge of assessment criteria for experimentation and their ability to apply these criteria. Our research goals are modeling and measuring pre-service biology teachers’ knowledge in the area of assessment literacy. Thereby, we aim to gain qualitative insights into pre-service teachers’ strengths and weaknesses in assessing experimentation competences.

1.1. Assessment Literacy as Part of Professional Knowledge

Knowledge of assessment is part of teachers’ professional knowledge [15]. Assessment literacy encompasses four areas of knowledge: (1) knowledge of assessment purposes, (2) knowledge of what to assess, (3) knowledge of assessment strategies, and (4) knowledge of assessment interpretation and action-taking [16]. With regard to the first area of knowledge, teachers should be familiar with the aims of assessment such as “Providing data for instructors on which to base instructional decisions” [16] (p. 213). The second area of knowledge acknowledges that knowledge of what to assess is linked to “curricular goals and to values of what is important to learn and how learning occurs” [16] (p. 214), suggesting that to assess students adequately, teachers must be knowledgeable and proficient in curriculum topics and skills. In addition, knowledge of students’ misconceptions is an essential component of this area of knowledge [16] (p. 216f.). The third area of knowledge, knowledge of assessment strategies, encompasses different ways that can be applied to assessment. Teachers should be familiar with strategies for formal and informal assessment. Abell and Siegel emphasize that knowledge of assessment strategies also includes “knowledge of topic-specific assessment tasks” and “knowledge of response strategies” [16] (p. 214). Finally, the knowledge of assessment interpretation and action-taking is hallmarked, for example, by being able to use assessment results to adapt instruction [16] (p. 215).

Of these four areas of knowledge, knowledge of what to assess is especially content specific and fundamental, highlighting the relevance in taking a closer look at pre-service teachers’ knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences in biology in the following.

1.2. Assessment of Students’ Experimentation Competences

Teachers’ knowledge of what to assess comprises knowledge of concepts and processes regarding experimentation that students need to acquire and an understanding of student conceptions and difficulties. We describe teachers’ knowledge of concepts and processes as well as student conceptions and difficulties in the following section.

Students need to be able to apply scientific knowledge, such as knowledge of science and knowledge about science [17]. One learning objective is procedural knowledge to understand how scientific knowledge is generated. A central method in science to gain new findings is experimentation [18] (p. 15) [19] (p. 323).

Following the general model of Scientific Discovery as Dual Search (SDDS) [20], experimentation competences comprise the three phases: searching hypotheses, testing the hypotheses, and evaluating the evidence [21] (p. 8). Next, we summarize requirements regarding the core facets of the three phases.
Experiments serve to examine causal relationships. Hypotheses state assumed relationships between independent and dependent variables [22] (p. 45f.). Hypotheses should be “fully specified and testable” [21] (p. 8). Hypotheses can be theoretically founded based on previous knowledge [23] (p. 9f.). Research has shown that it can be difficult for younger students to think of different explanations for a phenomenon and generate alternative hypotheses. Often, the formation of hypotheses is incomprehensive [24] (p. 245) [7] (p. 298).

For testing hypotheses, it is essential to design structured experiments and vary the independent variables (the potential causes) systematically. All other variables must be kept constant to achieve unambiguous results [18] (p. 18) [19] (p. 323) [7] (p. 292f). Furthermore, it is important to observe and accurately measure the dependent variable (potential effect) [25] (p. 7) [26] (p. 43). Many students, however, have been shown to have misconceptions. For example, students may think that the goal of an experiment is to create an effect (engineering mode) instead of examining causal relationships [21] (p. 12) [27] (p. 860ff.). The experiment has to be precisely described so that it can be repeated [25] (p. 7). It requires consideration of appropriate methods and conducting experiments in a standardized way [25] (p. 7).

Finally, the data must be analyzed precisely. When data are assessed, errors have to be analyzed and taken into account [28] (p. 155). Furthermore, students should “differentiate experimental error [ . . . ] from experimental effect” [21] (p. 7). Results are compared with the hypothesis, which is accepted, rejected, or further examined [21] (p. 9) [19] (p. 324). It is essential to “guard against one’s own confirmation bias in data interpretation” [21] (p. 7). Confirmation bias can influence the reasoning in that specific data that do not support the hypothesis are ignored. It can be difficult for students to reject a hypothesis due to their beliefs [21] (p. 9) [24] (p. 84f.).

Learning outcomes relevant to experimentation are prescribed in the German National Educational Standards [4]. According to the standards, students are expected to be able to plan, conduct, and analyze experiments at the end of grade 10 [4] (p. 14). Teachers have to know the learning goals and understand the student conceptions in order to conduct assessments that serve learning [2] (p. 2, 10). Therefore, this situation requires CK and PCK, i.e., knowledge of experimentation and student conceptions in biology.

Constructs that are related to the knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences are examining competence and diagnostic competence. Examining competence, similar to experimentation competences, comprises the facets of questions, hypotheses, design and performance, and analysis and interpretation, which has been the focus of analysis for pre-service science teachers [29] (p. 40ff.). Assessments of experimentation competences that serve to learn have only been focused on by a few research studies so far. One example is a study conducted with biology pre-service teachers: Dübbelde [14] investigated the diagnostic competence for experimentation competences. The tasks performed in a closed answer format captured pre-service teachers’ ability to apply given criteria, such as linking the conclusion to the hypothesis, but not the knowledge of what to assess.

Besides knowledge of what to assess, efficacy beliefs can influence the performance in our test. High self-efficacy beliefs can enhance the useful application of knowledge [30,31] (p. 211). Personal teaching efficacy of student interns correlated, e.g., with their lesson presenting behavior and questioning behavior [32] (p. 413).

Studies of scientific reasoning, scientific inquiry, and experimentation competences described conflicting findings regarding the dimensionality of the constructs [22,33,34]. Weak and intermediate latent correlations of 0.33–0.73 between the subscales related to question, hypothesis, planning, and interpretation (condensed label of subscales used by the authors) indicate that different skills are necessary for the different phases of scientific reasoning [33] (p. 58). Wellnitz’s study of scientific inquiry, on the contrary, found higher latent correlations between the scales question, hypothesis, experimental design, and data analysis (0.80–0.95) [22] (p. 132) so that the authors of this study argue that comprehensive skills are necessary for all phases of experimentation.
Teachers need to possess experimentation competences to be able to evaluate student achievement. In particular, explicit knowledge of criteria and misconceptions enables teachers to assess student achievement against curricular expectations. When experimenting in class, teachers can focus on one of the three phases of experimentation. To convey an understanding of scientific inquiry, however, it is helpful for students to engage themselves in the whole process [25] (p. 5). Hence, teachers should have an understanding of all three phases of experimentation.

1.3. Research Questions and Hypotheses

The goal of the study is to model and measure pre-service biology teachers’ knowledge and skills regarding the assessment of high school students’ experimentation competences. Depending on theoretical background, two different models of knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences in biology can be derived: a one-dimensional (1D) model comprising the three phases of experimentation, and a three-dimensional (3D) model taking into account the different requirements for forming hypotheses, planning experiments and analyzing data. By modeling and measuring it can be learned more about the dimensionality and quality of pre-service biology teachers’ assessment literacy on what to assess. Therefore, a reliable and valid measurement instrument is necessary.

This type of query led to three research questions:

1. In what way can knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences in biology be modeled and measured?

For investigating the validity of our conclusions, the following constructs related to knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences are relevant: Given the knowledge and skills that are necessary to assess experimentation competences, examining competence and diagnostic competence for experimentation competences should be closely related to the construct measured in our study. Moreover, an analysis of correlations between knowledge of what to assess and learning outcomes as well as an analysis of differences between known groups is interesting regarding validation, leading to the second research question.

2. To what extent is the knowledge of what to assess related to similar constructs and learning outcomes?

To what extent can differences be found in the knowledge of what to assess between students at the undergraduate and graduate levels?

Regarding research question two, we expect correlations between knowledge of what to assess and diagnostic competence as well as examining competence. Both, the instrument for diagnostic competence regarding experimentation competences and the instrument for examining competence share a focus on experimentation with our construct. A lower correlation than between knowledge of what to assess and diagnostic competence and examining competence is expected between knowledge of what to assess and self-efficacy beliefs regarding teaching biology since self-efficacy beliefs are based on a broader range of knowledge than the knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences.

We expect correlations between knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences and grades as an indicator for learning outcomes in high school biology, in biology at university, and biology teacher education courses at university. Since biology teacher education courses can deal with assessment and student conceptions, the grade in biology teacher education is expected to correlate highest with our construct. Moreover, we expect correlations between knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences and the number of respective learning opportunities.

Students at the graduate level are hypothesized to outperform students at the undergraduate level because the former are expected to have acquired more knowledge of what to assess during their teacher education studies than students at the undergraduate level. Assessment, knowledge and skills in experimentation, and knowledge of student conceptions in biology are prescribed contents for biology teacher education [12]. Therefore, we hypothesize the following:
Students at the graduate level reach higher person abilities in the knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences than students at the undergraduate level.

Once a reliable and valid measurement instrument has been developed, the third research question aims at providing information about pre-service teachers’ knowledge of what to assess.

3. What are the strengths and weaknesses of pre-service biology teachers regarding knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences in biology?

2. Methods

2.1. Participants and Data Collection

The study was conducted from October 2014 to February 2015, including pre-service biology teachers from 18 German universities in seven federal states. We analyzed questionnaire answers of \( n = 495 \) pre-service biology teachers (78.1% female, mean age = 23.15 years, \( SD = 3.20 \) years; the gender distribution represents the higher percentage of female pre-service teachers in Germany). Five people of \( N = 500 \) were excluded from analyses due to missing data or improper handling of the questionnaire. The participants of the study covered a range of different semesters in Bachelor, Master, or State Examination studies (34.3% Bachelor, 41% Master, 24.7% State Examination). In the following the term students at the undergraduate level comprises students in their Bachelor studies as well as students striving for the State Examination degree \( \leq \) semester 6. The term students at the graduate level comprises students in their Master studies as well as students striving for the State Examination degree \( \geq \) semester 7. The study participants were seeking to become primary, secondary, and vocational school teachers or special education teachers. In Germany, both the Master and First State Examination degree qualify for teaching practice in the second phase of teacher education.

Data were collected using a paper-pencil questionnaire which recorded (a) demographic and academic information, (b) knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences in biology, and (c) diagnostic competence or self-efficacy beliefs for teaching biology. An instrument to measure examining competence [35] was part of a parallel conducted study focusing on teaching competences for experimentation in biology [36]. The study on teaching competences for experimentation in biology and our study has an overlapping sample of pre-service teachers who answered both questionnaires. Two research associates and one student assistant surveyed data collection using a standardized procedure at 18 universities in seven federal states.

2.2. Measurement Instrument

For the measure of knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences in biology, we built on the instrument of Bögeholz et al. [36], keeping well-functioning items and shortening the instrument to not exceed 90 minutes in testing time. These measures facilitated testing in sessions of seminars and made the testing time acceptable for pre-service teachers outside of seminars. Furthermore, it supported (test) performance by preventing a decrease in motivation and an increase in fatigue [37]. Thus, seven out of the initial 27 scenarios portraying different phases and competences of experimentation were chosen and adapted accordingly from Bögeholz et al. [36].

Each of the seven scenarios described an experimentation assignment for a biology lesson with hypothetical high school students and the response of a single student or a group of students (Figure 1). Pre-service teachers were asked to assess the response of the hypothetical student(s). For some scenarios, they had to explain the student conception that influenced his/her procedure and in some cases to correct the solution in addition. The applied contexts covered the required basic curricular content. Relevant information for the experiments was given so that no additional content knowledge about the contexts was required.

The measurement instrument for knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences in biology consisted of seven biology lesson scenarios (see Figure 1 for an example) covering the phases
of hypothesis formation, design of an experiment, and analysis of data. Each phase was focused on at least in two scenarios in different contexts that were chosen in consideration of German core curricula for biology [38].

Mrs. Nell discusses the characteristics of enzymes with her students in class 10. She asks her students to examine at which temperature α-amylase breaks down starch the fastest.

Mrs. Nell gives instructions on how to design the experiment: Three test tubes are each filled with the same amount of starch solution. Then the starch solutions in the test tubes are placed in different water baths to reach the desired temperatures: 10°C, 40°C, and 70°C. To each starch solution, α-amylase of the same temperature (10°C, 40°C, 70°C) is added. α-amylase breaks down starch into maltose and glucose. Then every minute, a drop of the starch solution of every test tube is taken and added to brown iodine solution. When starch is added to the iodine solution, the color of the mixture changes from brown to blue. When maltose and glucose are added to the iodine solution, the brown color does not change.

**Steps conducted by the student Bea:**

**Bea’s hypothesis**

α-amylase breaks down starch the faster, the higher the temperature of the starch solution is.

**Bea’s design and performance**

*Test tube 1: Starch solution, α-amylase, 10°C*

*Test tube 2: Starch solution, α-amylase, 40°C*

*Test tube 3: Starch solution, α-amylase, 70°C*

A drop of each solution is added after 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 minutes to 2 drops of iodine solution, respectively.

**Results of the experiment**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1 min</th>
<th>2 min</th>
<th>3 min</th>
<th>4 min</th>
<th>5 min</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10°C</td>
<td>blue</td>
<td>blue</td>
<td>blue</td>
<td>brown</td>
<td>brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40°C</td>
<td>blue</td>
<td>brown</td>
<td>brown</td>
<td>brown</td>
<td>brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70°C</td>
<td>blue</td>
<td>blue</td>
<td>blue</td>
<td>blue</td>
<td>blue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*blue: Starch is still present
brown: Starch has been broken down into maltose and glucose*

**Bea’s conclusion**

The activity of α-amylase increases with rising temperature.

**Tasks for pre-service teachers:**

1. Assess Bea’s data analysis. Give reasons. (Item 15)
2. Explain how Bea could have come to her conclusion. (Item 16)

Figure 1. Biology lesson scenario with assessment tasks for pre-service teachers (slightly adapted layout).

The context seed germination (scheduled for grades five and six) was represented in three scenarios. The contexts photosynthesis (scheduled for grade seven and eight) and enzymology (scheduled for grade nine and ten) were each represented in two scenarios [38]. The composition of the questionnaire is shown in the matrix of Table 1. The corresponding item list is displayed in Table A1 in Appendix A.
Table 1. Matrix of contexts x phases of experimentation with scenarios and corresponding items (see Table A1 in Appendix A).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis formation</th>
<th>Seed Germination</th>
<th>Photosynthesis</th>
<th>Enzymology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scenario 1</td>
<td>Scenario 4</td>
<td>Scenario 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>with items 1, 2, 3</td>
<td>with items 4, 5, 17, 18</td>
<td>with items 8, 9, 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design of an experiment</td>
<td>Scenario 2</td>
<td>Scenario 5</td>
<td>Scenario 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>with items 6, 7, 19</td>
<td>with items 13, 14, 20</td>
<td>with items 15, 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of data</td>
<td>Scenario 3</td>
<td>Scenario 7</td>
<td>Scenario 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>with items 11, 12</td>
<td>with items 15, 16</td>
<td>with items 15, 16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The task format required study participants to assess students’ experimentation competences according to central criteria. The following criteria were used for the phase of hypothesis formation: comprehensive hypothesis formation and, concerning single hypotheses, being testable and founded. Regarding the phase of designing an experiment, the following criteria were used: systematic variation of variables and precise design. Furthermore, the following criteria were used for assessing the planning of the performance: accurate measurement procedures and standardization. Concerning the phase of data analysis, the following criteria were used: correct data analysis, precise data analysis, error analysis, and conclusion with a link to the hypothesis.

Moreover, the two student conceptions engineering mode of experimentation and confirmation bias had to be assessed. The implementation of the criteria of all three phases and student conceptions was realized in different categories of items: assessing student conceptions, assessing correct student solutions, and assessing incorrect student solutions. Because the tasks measuring pre-service biology teachers’ assessment literacy were based on scenarios, we expected them to have curricular validity and to be motivating. The task format was close to real-world performance tasks and focused on the criteria for experimentation that are relevant for learning outcomes in biology at high school.

2.3. Coding of Knowledge of What to Assess Regarding Experimentation Competences

For each biology lesson scenario, two to four items were coded (see Tables 2 and 3 and Table A1 in Appendix A). The coding was a further development of the coding applied in the pilot study [36]. It was equally distributed to four persons and carried out according to a manual which was deductively and inductively developed [39]. The scoring of the answers to the tasks considered correctness, completeness, and accuracy (Table A1). Ten trichotomous items had a maximum score of 2 (scores 0, 1, 2) (Tables 2 and 3); ten dichotomous items had a maximum score of 1 (0, 1). For the dichotomous items, the maximum score was relativized to 2, assigning all items the same weight. A randomly chosen representative tenth of the test booklets, i.e., 52 test booklets, was analyzed by all four persons to investigate the inter-coder reliability. A sufficient power of kappa was reached with this sub-sample [40]. However, an analysis of Krippendorff’s alpha was preferred for ordinal data. Krippendorff’s alpha was analyzed for the most differentiated version of the scoring rubrics before item steps were combined. Four of the 20 items reached a Krippendorff’s alpha below 0.70. For the other 16 items, Krippendorff’s alpha was between 0.70 and 0.87. A low Krippendorff’s alpha could be explained by the open-ended tasks and the original superfine scoring. After combining item steps, it can be assumed that Krippendorff’s alpha improved [41].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scoring</th>
<th>Exemplary Answers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Score 2</td>
<td>The data analysis is wrong. No transformation could also be detected at 70 °C. (1.11) Bea’s data analysis is not detailed enough. The efficiency of α-amylase increases up to 40 °C, but above that, no splitting takes place at all. Therefore, Bea’s conclusion is wrong. (1.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score 1</td>
<td>The data analysis is incomplete since not all data have been taken into account. (1.9) Her conclusion is wrong. It is possible that the relationship is not clear to her: that higher enzyme activity can explain the splitting of starch and therewith the change to a brown color. (1.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score 0</td>
<td>The criterion is neither named nor explained. The table would have been better the other way around.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Scoring of Item 16 (experimentation phase: analysis of data, criterion: confirmation bias) – task of item 16: “Explain how Bea could have come to her conclusion.” (cf. Table A1 in Appendix A).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scoring</th>
<th>Exemplary Answers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Score 2</td>
<td>The criterion is explained completely. The explanation includes both of the following aspects: (1) student ignores the observation (of the 70 °C test tube) OR the student does not consider the result (of the 70 °C test tube) due to certain reasons. (2) student has a specific belief concerning the outcome of the experiment OR the student tends to confirm the hypothesis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score 1</td>
<td>The criterion is explained in parts. The explanation includes one of the two following aspects: (1) student ignores the observation (of the 70 °C test tube) OR the student does not consider the result (of the 70 °C test tube) due to certain reasons. (2) student has a particular belief concerning the outcome of the experiment OR the student tends to confirm the hypothesis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score 0</td>
<td>The criterion is not explained.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4. Validation Instruments

In addition to demographic and academic information, diagnostic competence, examining competence and self-efficacy beliefs for teaching biology, were measured for validation purposes, each for a sub-sample. Diagnostic competence for experimentation competences in biology was assessed with an instrument developed by Dübbelde [14]. This instrument was shortened from 17 to 12 items for the use in our study. The original 17 and remaining 12 items dealt with central conditions for experimentation, such as the foundation of the hypothesis, distinction between observations and conclusions, or link of conclusion to the hypothesis. The instrument consisted of hypothetical educational materials and products, i.e., high school students’ worksheets and students’ notes taken during an experiment, and an assessment sheet for pre-service teachers with 12 items focusing on the phases hypothesis formation, design of an
experiment, performance of the experiment in the sense of documentation and analysis of data. In the items, the pre-service teachers had to indicate whether certain conditions of experiments, such as performance of error analysis, had been fulfilled by the hypothetical students (nine items: “yes”, “no”, and “don’t know”) or identify the correct answer out of four choices (one item), out of three choices (one item) or out of three options, among that “don’t know” (one item). The closed answer format (two choices plus “don’t know”) led to a high probability of guessing. The instrument with the original 17 items reached a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.50 [14] (p. 189). The shortened instrument with 12 items that we applied for validation purposes had a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.36 ($n = 136$). The instrument on diagnostic competence shared the focus on the assessment of students’ experimentation competences with our instrument on knowledge of what to assess. However, the instrument of Dübbelde [14] asked for the estimation of the given criteria allowing guessing. The instrument did not focus on the personal knowledge of pre-service teachers on what to assess. Besides giving the criteria for experimentation, the diagnostic competence instrument differed from ours in that the instrument tested neither the knowledge of student conceptions nor the correction of specific incorrect hypothetical student solutions.

Examining competence in biology was assessed using a short scale (12 multiple-choice items) developed by Krüger et al. [35]. The instrument included the experimental phases of question formation, hypothesis formation, design of experiments, and analysis of data. Pre-service teachers had to select either a suitable question for an examination, a hypothesis that can be derived from observation, a hypothesis that is the basis of the examination, a design for the experiment that is suitable to test a specific hypothesis, or the correct data analysis of the experiment. For all choices to be taken, one out of four answers was correct. Criteria for experimentation, such as holding the independent variables constant in an experiment, have to be applied to select the correct answer. Moreover, the instrument captures contents of the knowledge base for the assessment of experimentation competences. It differs from our test on knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences in that the criteria for experimentation do not have to be named, explained, or described. A “feeling” for how to design an experiment, for instance, is sufficient to solve the tasks. And again, guessing can also lead to the correct answer, up to 25% of the time. The instrument reached a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.39 ($n = 239$) in our study.

The third instrument applied for validation purposes measured pre-service teachers’ self-efficacy beliefs for teaching biology. On a Likert scale, pre-service teachers had to indicate their expected abilities concerning, for instance, planning and conducting lessons in consideration of research results on biology education, such as research results regarding student conceptions (four items) and planning lessons in consideration of core concepts (“Basiskonzepte”) of biology, such as structure and function, and competences for biology (two items) [42]. Both, research results on biology education, as well as core concepts and competences for biology, comprise information relevant for experimentation in the classroom: The ability to plan and conduct lessons in consideration of research results on biology education includes the knowledge of and ability to use research findings on students’ biological conceptions. The competences for biology comprise experimentation competences.

2.5. IRT Modeling and Further Analyses

Data analysis was conducted using the partial credit model [43]. Item Response Theory (IRT) analyses were conducted with ConQuest [44]. For item related analyses, the average person’s ability was set to zero (=case-centered analysis, constraints = cases). Due to this procedure, also the item difficulty of the last test item could be estimated correctly. For person related analyses, the average item difficulty was set to zero (=item-centered analysis, constraints = items) [44].

The data quality was checked for the one- and 3D model via fit statistics ($0.8 \leq wMNSQ \leq 1.2$; $-2 \leq t\text{-value} \leq 2$) resulting from case-centered IRT analyses [45] (p. 164 ff.) [46] (p. 270 ff.). Item-centered analyses were conducted to estimate person-measures and compare the fit of the two models. The deviance, as well as Bayesian information criterion (BIC) and Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) and latent correlations between the dimensions, were computed. An analysis of differential item
functioning (DIF) was conducted with ConQuest to identify items that were biased for the educational level or gender.

For validation, knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences and the related constructs diagnostic competence with 12 items [14] and examining competence with 12 items [35] were analyzed by multidimensional modeling, and latent correlations were examined. The multi-dimensional case-centered analysis (one dimension for each of the three constructs above) provided fit statistics for the items of the three scales. Moreover, manifest correlations between knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences and different self-efficacy beliefs concerning planning and conducting lessons in consideration of research results on biology education and planning lessons in consideration of core concepts and competences for biology [42] were analyzed. Correlations between knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences, grades, and the number of learning opportunities, were computed for a further check of validity. In addition, a Mann-Whitney-U-test was applied with person measures to examine whether students at the graduate level outperform students at the undergraduate level in their knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences in biology. Using item difficulties, we examined which criteria of experimentation are easy or difficult to assess for pre-service biology teachers (strengths and weaknesses of pre-service teachers). We compared item difficulties of different item groups using one-way ANOVA and a post hoc Tukey HSD test for specific group comparisons. In sum, we used the steps of Figure 2 to analyze the data.

![Figure 2](image)

**Figure 2.** Foci of data analyses of pre-service teachers’ knowledge of what to assess.

3. Results

3.1. Modeling and Measuring Knowledge of What to Assess Regarding Experimentation Competences

3.1.1. Dimensionality

The case-centered 1D modeling of knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences as well as 3D modeling with the dimensions hypothesis formation, design of an experiment, and analysis of data reached comparable reliabilities and item parameters. The EAP/PV for the 1D model was 0.60 and lay between 0.50 and 0.54 for the three dimensions of the 3D model (hypothesis formation: 0.50, design of experiments: 0.54, analysis of data: 0.51). The item fit was good for both models: The wMNSQ values ranged from 0.92 to 1.06 in the 1D modeling, and the corresponding t-values ranged from -0.9 to 1.7. The 3D modeling yielded wMNSQ values of 0.92–1.08 and t-values of -0.8–2.0.

Comparing the fit of the 1D and 3D model, item-centered analyses revealed the following (Table 4): the BIC that considers the model complexity indicated a better fit for the 1D model. Regarding the deviance and AIC, the 3D model (deviance = 13,236, AIC = 13,335.08) fit (slightly) better to the data than the 1D model (deviance = 13,279, AIC = 13,340.76). The latent correlations between the three dimensions ranged from 0.57 to 0.80 (Table 5). These rather low latent correlations indicated that the three dimensions captured different knowledge dimensions. Considering the construct that should be measured, however, the 1D modeling was more appropriate than 3D modeling. It covered knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences more comprehensively and with an adequate number of items and was therefore applied for the following analyses.
Table 4. Comparison of the 1D and 3D model (item-centered analysis, \( n = 495 \)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>Deviance</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>BIC</th>
<th>AIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1D</td>
<td>13,279</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>13,471.10</td>
<td>13,340.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D</td>
<td>13,263</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>13,486.45</td>
<td>13,335.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Item-centered analysis of latent correlations between hypothesis formation, design, and analysis of data of knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences (\( n = 495 \)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis Formation</th>
<th>Design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hypothesis formation</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of data</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.2. Test and Item Parameters

The case-centered 1D IRT modeling revealed acceptable reliabilities (EAP/PV reliability = 0.60, item separation reliability = 0.994) (Table 6). The variance of 0.14 indicated that the differentiation between persons was low. As stated in the section “dimensionality”, the item fit was good (0.8 ≤ wMNSQ ≤ 1.2; −2 ≤ t-value ≤ 2). The item difficulties of the 1D model ranged from −1.34–2.22 logits. All item steps had been reached by at least 5% of the pre-service teachers, except for Item 6, step 2. The item step was maintained due to the relevance of the content: knowledge of the student conception engineering mode of experimentation. The discrimination of the items reached acceptable values above 0.25 [47] (p. 147) except for Item 6, focusing on the student conception engineering mode of experimentation (0.15) and Item 18 dealing with the correction of an unfounded hypothesis (0.21). Both items were kept due to the relevance of their content.

Table 6. Parameters of the case-centered 1D IRT modeling of knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences.

| 1D Model |  
|----------|----------|
| Total Number of items (dichotomous/trichotomous) | 20 (10/10) |
| EAP/PV reliability, item separation reliability | 0.60, 0.99 |
| Variance | 0.14 |
| Item difficulty: min to max | −1.34–2.22 |
| Person ability: min to max | −2.85–1.33 |
| wMNSQ: min to max | 0.92–1.06 |
| T value: min to max | −0.9–1.7 |
| Discrimination: min to max | 0.15–0.45 |

3.1.3. Differential Item Functioning

Considering the 1D modeling of knowledge of what to assess (scale with 20 items), students at the undergraduate level (\( n = 253 \)) scored 0.32 logits lower than students at the graduate level (\( n = 224 \)). Differential item functioning (DIF) existed for Item 7 unsystematic variation of variables (logit difference = 0.74). Item 7 was the easiest item for students of both groups. It was considerably easier for students at the graduate level (solved by 98% of students at the graduate level and 87% of students at the undergraduate level). The logit difference for all other items was below 0.4. Thus, it was not regarded as a considerable DIF [48] (p. 12). No considerable DIF occurred for gender (maximum logit difference = 0.28).

The Wright Map (Figure 3) shows that nine items/item steps out of 30 items/item steps were complicated. Consequently, they did not differentiate very well between person abilities. For the range of −1.00–0.70 logits, the distribution of the item difficulties matched the person’s abilities well, except for a minor gap of items between Item 8 and 9.
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Figure 3. Wright Map of the case-centered 1D IRT modeling of knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences ($\uparrow =$ the item difficulty is greater than presented).

3.2. Validation of Knowledge of What to Assess with Related Constructs, Educational Outcomes, and Comparison of Known Groups

3.2.1. Relationship to Related Constructs

The 3D (case-centered) IRT modeling of knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences, diagnostic competence, and examining competence showed that the fit of all items of the three instruments was good ($0.8 \leq \text{wMNSQ} \leq 1.2; -2 \leq \text{t-value} \leq 2$).

Analyses revealed that pre-service teachers reached the highest person measures for diagnostic competence (mean person ability = 1.10) (Table 7). Lower person measures were reached for examining competence (mean person ability = 0.16) and the lowest for knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences (mean person ability = −0.14). Thus, it was the most difficult construct. Table 8 shows the latent correlations between the constructs.
Table 7. Parameters of the item-centered 3D IRT modeling (n = 128).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Variance</th>
<th>EAP/PV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge of what to assess</td>
<td>−0.14</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnostic competence</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examining competence</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8. Latent correlations between the three constructs (item-centered analysis) (n = 128).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Knowledge of What to Assess</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diagnostic competence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Examining competence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The highest latent correlation existed between knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences and examining competence (0.78). The latent correlation between knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences and diagnostic competence was relatively low (0.37).

The analysis of correlations (Spearman) between knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences and self-efficacy beliefs for teaching biology revealed the following results: Knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences of students at the graduate level correlated with their self-efficacy beliefs regarding the ability to plan and conduct lessons in consideration of research results on biology education ($r = 0.20, p < 0.05, n = 146$) as well as self-efficacy beliefs regarding the ability to plan lessons in consideration of core concepts and competences for biology ($r = 0.22, p < 0.01, n = 147$). In contrast, no relationship between the variables was found for students at the undergraduate level ($p > 0.05; n = 178, n = 181$).

3.2.2. Relationship to Grades and Learning Opportunities

Table 9 shows the correlations of person abilities in the knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences with educational variables. Better grades in high school biology as well as in courses of biology and biology teacher education at university correlated positively with person measures: The more achieved points at high school ($r = 0.19, p < 0.01$) and the lower (that is, the better) the university grade in biology ($r = −0.16, p < 0.01$) and biology teacher education ($r = −0.28, p < 0.01$), the higher were the person abilities. There was a strong correlation between university grades in biology and biology teacher education ($r = 0.63, p < 0.01$). The amount of learning opportunities correlated with knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences: The more courses in biology teacher education pre-service teachers had completed, the higher the person abilities in the knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences.

Table 9. Correlations between knowledge of what to assess and educational variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>High School</th>
<th>University</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Last grade in biology in high school</td>
<td>Average grade in university courses in biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Person ability</td>
<td>0.19*</td>
<td>−0.18*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(n = 446)</td>
<td>(n = 327)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend. $s = $Spearman, $p = $Pearson, $^* = p < 0.01; person ability: test result (20 items of knowledge of what to assess); last grade in biology in high school: 1 = very poor, up to 15 = very good; average grade in courses in biology as well as biology teacher education: 1.0–1.3 = very good, 1.7–2.3 = good, 2.7–3.3 = satisfactory, 3.7–4.0 = sufficient; the number of completed courses in biology teacher education: 1 = 1, up to 10 = 10.

3.2.3. Comparison of Known Groups

Regarding the 1D model of knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences, Q-Q-plots indicated that data were normally distributed for the students at the graduate level ($n = 224$) but not for students at the undergraduate level ($n = 254$, negatively skewed). The Levene-test indicated
that homogeneity of variances could not be assumed for the two groups ($p = 0.025$). The Mann-Whitney U-test was applied: There was a statistically significant difference in person abilities between students at the undergraduate level ($M_{\text{Rank}} = 207.25$) and at the graduate level ($M_{\text{Rank}} = 276.07$), $U = 20,255.50$, $Z = -5.447, p < 0.001$, with a moderate effect size ($r = 0.25$). Consequently, the person ability increased in the course of academic studies (Figure 4), which is in line with our hypothesis.

![Person abilities of students at the undergraduate and graduate level](image)

**Figure 4.** Person abilities of students at the undergraduate and graduate level (item-centered analysis, 1D modeling; undergraduate level: Bachelor + State Examination degree ≤ semester 6, graduate level: Master + State Examination degree ≥ semester 7).

### 3.3. Strengths and Weaknesses Concerning Knowledge of What to Assess Regarding Experimentation Competences

Analyzing the distribution of items on the Wright Map (Figure 5), we were able to identify specific contents that influence item difficulty. We were able to group these contents into four categories. Category i focusses on the assessment of student conceptions. Category ii deals with the assessment of correct student solutions. The further two categories comprise the assessment of incorrect student solutions: Category iii focusses on the assessment of the planning of the performance with regard to standardization and accuracy and category iv on the assessment of further incorrect student solutions. In the following, we describe the contents of the four categories in order of decreasing difficulty.

**Ad (i)** Student conceptions were displayed in the trichotomous Item 6 (2.22 logits, Figure 5) and Item 16 (0.98 logits). Item 6 focused on the student conception engineering mode of experimentation. Item 16 dealt with the student conception confirmation bias. The assessment of student conceptions was very difficult. Only a few pre-service teachers named and explained the engineering mode of experimentation (full credit) or explained the confirmation bias comprehensively (full credit).

**Ad (ii)** The assessment of correct student solutions included the assessment of a testable hypothesis (Item 2), a theoretically founded hypothesis (Item 3), and the systematic variation of variables (Item 8). The item difficulties of this group of items ranged from 0.15 to 1.10 logits.

**Ad (iii)** The assessment of criteria concerning the planning of a standardized and accurate procedure was difficult but less complicated than assessing student conceptions and correct student solutions. The item difficulty for Item 10, which required naming that several aspects lacked standardization, was 0.77 logits. The item difficulty for Item 14, which required naming and explaining that the measurement procedure was inaccurate, was 0.53 logits.

**Ad (iv)** In comparison, the assessment and correction of incorrect student solutions were relatively easy: The item difficulty of Item 4 dealing with the assessment of an untestable hypothesis was 1.11 logits below the item difficulty of Item 2 requiring the assessment of a testable hypothesis. The correction of an untestable hypothesis (Item 17) was even easier. The assessment (Item 7) and correction (Item 19)
of an unsystematic variation of variables was considerably easier than the assessment of the systematic variation of variables (Item 8). The logit difference in Items 7 and 8 was 1.49 (Figure 5). Further items required the assessment of incorrect student solutions, i.e., incomprehensive hypothesis formation (Item 1, −0.15 logits), imprecise design of experiment (Item 9, −0.09 logits), imprecise data analysis (Item 11, −0.02 logits), missing error analysis (Item 12, −0.30 logits), conclusion without a link to hypothesis (Item 13, −0.72 logits) and incorrect data analysis (Item 15, −0.80 logits) were relatively easy. The whole item group had item difficulties ranging from −1.34 to −0.02 logits.

There were three exceptions regarding this item category: Item 5 and 18 dealing with the assessment and correction of an unfounded hypothesis, i.e., a hypothesis without justification (Item 5, 1.43 logits; Item 18, 1.40 logits) and Item 20 dealing with the correction of a conclusion without a link to the hypothesis (1.01 logits). The difficulties of Item 5 and 18 could have been influenced by the task format that required assessing (Item 5) or correcting (Item 18) several mistakes for one task, namely the missing foundation of the hypothesis (Item 5 and 18) in addition to the missing testability of the hypothesis (Item 4 and 17). Item 20 required the formulation of a conclusion with reference to the hypothesis and its verification for full credit. Few pre-service teachers went beyond the correction of the content of the given hypothetical student answer (scored with partial credit) and verified the hypothesis. No statement regarding the missing verification of the hypothesis was required for full credit of the 1.73 logits easier Item 13 covering the assessment of a conclusion without a link to the hypothesis. These three items were exceptional cases as they required demanding information processing for generating additional solutions. The task format could have influenced the item difficulty. Therefore, we excluded them from the item category iv.

A one-way ANOVA revealed that the four item categories differed significantly \(F(3, 13) = 13.64, p < 0.001\). A post hoc Tukey HSD test indicated that the mean item difficulty for the items of category iv (item group iv) assessing incorrect student solutions (mean = −0.45, SD = 0.42) differed significantly from the three other item groups (vi versus i: mean = 1.60, SD = 0.88, \(p = 0.001\); vi versus ii: mean = 0.77, SD = 0.54, \(p = 0.009\); vi versus iii: mean = 0.65, SD = 0.17, \(p = 0.048\)). The other three item groups i, ii, and iii did not differ significantly in their mean item difficulty from each other \((p > 0.05)\).

Regarding the three phases of experimentation, no significant differences between mean item difficulties of the three phases were found, considering all 20 items \((p > 0.05; \text{Figure 5})\).

Overall, relatively few pre-service teachers used certain scientific terms, such as engineering mode, confirmation bias, error analysis, and control group, to assess the hypothetical high school students’ experimentation competences. Most of them described the criterion without naming these specific terms. For instance, regarding item group i, 76 pre-service teachers identified the idea of the underlying engineering mode of experimentation (evaluated by partial credit), only seven of them used the scientific term engineering mode. Forty-nine pre-service teachers assessed the confirmation bias; only one of them named the student misconception confirmation bias. Regarding item group iv, the idea of missing error analysis was perceived by 313 pre-service teachers and the term named by only 34 of them. In the assessment of the unsystematic variation of variables, only 94 of 456 pre-service teachers used the term control group.
4. Discussion

In the following section, the results are discussed in the order of the research questions focusing on dimensionality and test quality, validation, and strengths and weaknesses of pre-service biology teachers.

Figure 5. Wright Map of the case-centered 1D IRT modeling of knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences (without item steps) (↑ = the item difficulty is greater than presented).
4.1. Dimensionality and Test Quality

Concerning dimensionality, one could argue for a 1D model or a 3D model considering the modeling with the partial credit model. Taking into account the construct knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences, a 1D model is the preferred option because of considerations set out in the following: The 1D parsimonious approach regarding the competence construct in science education represented an advantage for empirical testing cf. [49] and for teaching and assessing taking into account the other competences to be learned by pre-service teachers. For instance, pre-service teachers also have to learn to analyze and plan lessons to foster high school students’ experimentation competences [36] and in the frame of assessment literacy they have to acquire knowledge of assessment purposes, knowledge of assessment strategies, and knowledge of assessment interpretation and action-taking [16]. Thus, we prioritized a more manageable conceptualization as opposed to more differentiated analyses possible with a more complex competence construct for knowledge of what to assess cf. [49] (p. 63). The benefits of operating with a broader construct for practical usefulness outweighed, in this case, a more differentiated conceptualization. Thus, arguments for multi-dimensionality such as the given latent correlations receded into the background.

The phenomenon that empirical results regarding experimentation related knowledge did not provide a clear picture concerning dimensionality was not only given for the construct knowledge of what to assess in the group of pre-service teachers. For example, varying results regarding dimensionality occurred in the research on similar constructs such as scientific inquiry, scientific reasoning, and experimentation competences investigating high school students. We summarize this research and structure the summary by proceeding from the more advanced students to the less advanced students: (i) Research with 10th graders on scientific inquiry revealed high latent correlations between the scales question, hypothesis, design, and data analysis (0.80–0.95) [22] (p. 132). It turned out that neither a four-dimensional model (comprising question, hypothesis, design, and data analysis) nor a 3D model (comprising observing, comparing, experimenting) outweighed a 1D model of scientific inquiry, which was in line with the approach to operate with a manageable amount of competence models for teaching biology. (ii) An analysis of high school students’ scientific reasoning of grade 5–10 found weak and intermediate latent correlations of 0.33–0.73 between the subscales question, hypothesis, planning, and interpretation [33] (p. 56 ff.). The author argued for a four-dimensional model. For this age group, the students were in the phase of acquiring knowledge on the phases that make up scientific reasoning. (iii) For the construct experimentation competences, manifest correlations of 0.38–0.74 were found for grade five and 0.64–0.78 for grade six between the three subscales of the SDDS model of Klahr [20]: search hypotheses, test hypotheses and evaluate evidence [34] (p. 42). While the study of Wellnitz with 10th graders suggested a 1D model, the other studies with younger students pointed out that experimentation related constructs require at least a two-dimensional model [33,34]. The phenomenon could be explained by a more integrative and interwoven processing of specialized knowledge coming along with study progress cf. [50]. More generally speaking, the fact of low latent correlations between the dimensions of knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences was not surprising regarding the educational target groups within our study. A remarkable percentage of pre-service teachers, i.e., the undergraduates (53% of the sample), had not had very much biology teacher education courses (mean number of courses completed = 1.2) until their participation in our study.

For pre-service biology teachers, the subscales of knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences showed the lowest latent correlations between hypothesis formation and analysis of data (0.57). In contrast, these two subscales correlated highest in studies conducted with high school students (correlation: 0.73 and 0.78 [33] (p. 58) [34] (p. 42)). For these students, the correlations between hypotheses and interpretation or between search hypotheses and evaluate evidence are explained by a greater relevance of domain-specific knowledge and less relevance of methodological knowledge in comparison to the phase planning/testing hypothesis [34] (p. 45). In our study with pre-service biology teachers, hardly no additional knowledge of biological phenomena was required to solve the tasks. For instance, a scenario included the information that the amount of
released gas bubbles indicates the rate of photosynthesis of waterweed in the experiment. It was only required for pre-service teachers to know that oxygen is a product of photosynthesis to link a greater amount of gas bubbles to a greater rate of photosynthesis to interpret data given in the following scenario. Learning that oxygen is a product of photosynthesis is the content of school curricula for grade seven/eight [51]. Therefore, in our study, knowledge of biological phenomena should not have influenced the test results in contrast to the studies investigating high school students. The highest correlation of subscales of knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences existed between the design of an experiment and analysis of data (0.80), which was analogous to findings of Wellnitz’s study of scientific inquiry [22] (p. 132). This could result from a stronger focus on these phases in research studies cf. [52,53] and perhaps as a consequence of teaching at university.

Regarding test quality, the 20 final items of knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences in biology had a satisfactory item fit and discrimination for the 1D as well as the 3D model—except for the discrimination of Item 6 (0.15) and Item 18 (0.21). The low discrimination of items 6 and 18 could be explained by their great difficulty [54]. Only a few students solved both items. According to the contents of these items, we were interested in the knowledge of the term engineering mode of experimentation and its description (6). Second, to correct a hypothesis that is unfounded turned out to be a challenge. In biology teaching, there is a lack of clear rules concerning how to justify hypotheses. Several approaches exist that range from not addressing the fact that a hypothesis should be well-founded to expecting that a reason is given for the hypothesis [55,56]. Up to now, the issue of backing up hypotheses is not focused coherently in textbooks for school or teacher education [55–57].

The accuracy of the estimated item difficulties of the IRT analyses was given by the high item separation reliability of 0.99. The EAP/PV value, indicating the accuracy of the estimated person abilities, of 0.60 was comparable to tests measuring similar constructs. For example, a study measuring scientific inquiry (observing, comparing, experimentation) with 116 items [22] (p. 129) reached an EAP/PV reliability of 0.59 for high school students. Thereby, the subscale experimentation (22 items) reached a reliability of 0.41 (EAP/PV) in a 3D model with observing (0.37, 18 items) and comparing (0.39, 10 items) [22] (p. 136f.). Similar results were reached for an instrument measuring scientific reasoning with 24 items (EAP/PV = 0.69 (study I) and 0.68 (II)) [33] (p. 51, 53)) and an instrument measuring diagnostic competence for students’ experimentation competences with 17 items (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.50, [14] (p. 189)). The measurement of a construct with full content and a limited number of items is in line with reduced reliability [58]. Since our construct knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences covers the three phases of experimentation, the broad approach is reflected in the reliability of the instrument.

Moreover, low variances and open-answer formats can contribute to lower reliability [58,59]. On the upside, open tasks can measure skills closer to real-life performance than multiple-choice items and provide additional information [60].

In our study, some items were too difficult. While providing valuable information about knowledge of what to assess, they were not beneficial for precise measurement. Excluding difficult items or collapsing item steps could improve the quality of the instrument. More items for low and intermediate person abilities would improve the accuracy of the measurement [45] (p. 125f.). The low variances could result from a relatively homogenous sample of test persons (i.e., pre-service biology teachers).

Furthermore, in 2014/2015, knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences might have hardly been addressed in teacher education courses, which is line with the lack of connecting CK, PCK, and PK (pedagogical knowledge) in German teacher education in that time [61]. Only in the last four years have there been nationwide efforts to systematically link these three knowledge areas further to develop the quality of teacher education [61]. However, each university, funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research within the “Qualitätsoffensive Lehrerbildung”, could decide its priorities for further developing their teaching. Thus, only a few universities addressed linking CK and PCK concerning competences in science (i.e., Technische Universität Braunschweig).
The chosen test length seemed suitable for measurement. One indicator was the difficulties of the items in the last scenario: Item 15 focusing on incorrect data analysis was comparably easy. This indicated that no respondent fatigue occurred. In contrast, item 16 (item category i) focuses on the student conception confirmation bias, which could explain why this item is more difficult than item 15.

The measurement instrument could be applied to undergraduate and graduate students of biology education. Significant DIF in the 1D model could only be detected for one item (i.e., Item 7 dealing with the systematic variation of variables). This item is considerably easier for graduate students than for undergraduate students. The fact could be due to an imprecise measurement related to the phenomenon of very low item difficulty. In addition, the DIF could be plausibly explained by specific training of the control of variables in (a) session(s) of teacher education courses, which was likely because the systematic variation of variables was one of the highlighted issues in reputable textbooks for German biology teacher education (e.g., [18]). In sum, the instrument was suitable to get an insight into pre-service teachers’ knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences in biology.

4.2. Validation

Latent correlations between the three constructs knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences, diagnostic competence [14], and examining competence [35] were examined. Knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences correlated highest with examining competence (0.78). The high correlation indicated a shared knowledge base. Both tests required knowledge about criteria for hypothesis formation, design of an experiment, and the analysis of data. Unexpectedly, the latent correlation between knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences and diagnostic competence was comparably low (0.37). This could result from the test design. To solve the diagnostic competence tasks, the criteria for experimentation did not have to be known by the pre-service teachers. They were given, and pre-service teachers only had to identify whether they were fulfilled or not.

Moreover, the three instruments placed different emphasis on the successive phases of experimentation. Our instrument placed equal emphasis on the three phases hypothesis formation (seven items, 35% of items), design of an experiment (seven items, 35% of items), and analysis of data (six items, 30% of items). The instrument diagnostic competence had 16.6% of items focusing on hypothesis formation and 16.6% on the analysis of data. The majority, 67% of the items, dealt with the design of an experiment (42%) and performance in the sense of documentation (25%). The instrument for examining competence included the phase question formation, considering all four phases equally with 25% of the items. Considering the item distribution to the phases of experimentation in the three instruments investigated, the instrument for examining competence, and our instrument had a more similar emphasis on the different phases than the instrument for diagnostic competence and our instrument. The results have to be treated carefully due to the available instruments for related constructs for validation whose reliabilities are improvable.

The finding that only advanced students’ self-efficacy beliefs correlated with knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences could be explained by a better understanding of the contents addressed in the self-efficacy beliefs instrument by advanced students. During their studies, they engage with these topics and, consequently, they could achieve a more accurate ability to report on their self-efficacy regarding these subscales. Correlations of knowledge of what to assess with self-efficacy beliefs regarding planning and conducting lessons in consideration of research results on biology education and planning lessons in consideration of core concepts and competences for biology [42] were an indicator for validity since both self-efficacy subscales comprised information relevant for the assessment of experimentation competences.

As assumed, the number of learning opportunities and the performance in high school biology as well as biology courses and biology teacher education courses at university (grades) correlated with person abilities. This finding indicated that the test measured knowledge and skills acquired at university. The average grade in courses in biology teacher education showed a higher correlation with
knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences than the average grade in courses in biology at university, which could be explained by the higher portion of biology school curricula procedural competences and contents used in the present study. The biology teacher education curriculum reflects the previously mentioned school curricula requirements to a certain degree [12].

The comparison of student abilities of students at the undergraduate and graduate levels showed higher person abilities for students at the graduate level, which was in accordance with our hypothesis regarding research question two and thus an indicator for validity. It underlined that the instrument measured knowledge that could probably be acquired during biology teacher education.

4.3. Strengths and Weaknesses of Pre-Service Biology Teachers Regarding Knowledge of What to Assess Regarding Experimentation Competences

Person abilities of pre-service biology teachers of knowledge of what to assess did not differ significantly for the three phases of experimentation.

Studies of high school students’ scientific reasoning and scientific inquiry found that the interpretation of data analysis was more straightforward than the formation of hypotheses ([33] (p. 63) (grade 5–10) [22] (p. 141) (grade 10)). The findings for the phase design of an experiment were diverse and ranged from most difficult in some studies ([34] (p. 41) (grade 5 and 6); [33] (p. 63) to easiest in another [22] (p. 141)). The operationalization of the constructs could influence the results.

The finding of similar difficulties of the assessment of the three phases in our project was in line with skills pre-service teachers were expected to possess or acquire in their education. Having to teach and assess the whole process of experimentation, no significant differences in difficulties regarding the three phases should occur. However, specific criteria for experimentation proved to be challenging to assess, such as the founded hypothesis (Item 3, 5, 18). This criterion might not have been trained explicitly and intensively at school and university, which made it difficult to solve the tasks of the test instrument.

The restricted knowledge of scientific terminology by pre-service biology teachers in our study was striking. It could have been caused by a certain lack of precise communicative skills in the teacher education curriculum [12] and thus probably limited course time spent on teaching and practicing scientific terms. Furthermore, the study provided hints that misconceptions concerning experimentation competences were hard to identify for pre-service teachers, which could be explained by the fact that experimentation competences can benefit from different sources, such as CK taught in natural science subjects as well as from PCK taught in teacher education courses. Instead, student misconceptions were mainly taught about in PCK related teacher education courses. Comparing the portions of CK and PCK in the biology teacher education curriculum for secondary school teachers (that made up the most significant part of our participants), the share of PCK was much smaller than the share of CK [12]. In addition, the assessment of correct (item category ii) and incorrect student solutions (item category iv) was differently demanding. Correct student solutions in our study were a lot more challenging to assess than incorrect student solutions. Analogous to more complex features of compensatory decision-making in comparison with non-compensatory decision-making [62], the consideration of positive as well as negative aspects in student performance for an assessment was more demanding and consequently more difficult than concentrating on a mistake or disadvantage only.

Moreover, the assessment of specific criteria concerning the planning of the standardization and accuracy of the performance and measurement (item category iii) was very demanding. Despite dealing with incorrect student solutions, Item 10 (lack of standardization) and Item 14 (inaccurate measurement procedure) were difficult. The results could be explained by the neglect of these criteria in the curricula [51]. This was also reflected in the findings of high school students’ (grade 12) experimentation competences. Less than 22% of high school students considered when and how often to perform measurements during the planning of an experiment [63].

Thus, the present study gave insights into which aspects of PCK relevant knowledge and skills concerning knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences are already well
taught and learned. In addition, it revealed the remaining challenges for further developing biology teacher education.

4.4. Limitations

The comparison of the 1D and 3D models of knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences did not provide a clear result regarding the dimensionality of the construct. Higher latent correlations were expected for the 1D model. An analysis with more items per subscale—so that all parts of the three subscales are better covered—could shed a brighter light on the question of dimensionality in order to evaluate how far the assessment of the three phases of experimentation requires similar knowledge and skills.

Considering the SDDS model [20], our construct knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences included the assessment of experimentation competences regarding the three phases hypothesis formation, design of an experiment, and analysis of data. The formation of questions and performance of experiments that are part of some models or conceptualizations of experimentation competences cf. [64] were not considered.

In the assessment tasks, we worked with descriptions of biology classroom scenarios close to reality. Instead of this, videos of students experimenting in the classroom could measure pre-service teachers’ knowledge of what to assess closer to reality. More comprehensive tasks would reduce the number of tasks required. At the same time, it could increase the quality of information gained regarding the knowledge measured. However, a more realistic (and more complex) assessment situation could divert the focus from the experimentation competences, which has carefully been weighed against a more focused assessment situation with reduced complexity, as applied in our study.

5. Conclusions

Knowledge of what to assess regarding experimentation competences could be modeled and measured reliably and validly. The analyzed data comprised assessments of 495 pre-service teachers of seven German federal states and 18 universities. The database included pre-service biology teachers of different semesters, different study programs, and different school types. Thus, the following conclusions are drawn more generally for biology teacher education. Further studies could shed light on certain pre-service biology teacher subsamples more specifically.

We worked out criteria for the assessment of experimentation competences regarding hypothesis formation, design of an experiment, and analysis of data according to the SDDS model [20]. With this approach, we gained knowledge for evidence-based biology teacher education in the field of teaching experimentation competences. The assessment tasks regarding these experimental phases of the developed instrument and the scenario format can—with adaptations based on the evidence given in our study—be used for teacher education designing teaching and learning environments to foster teaching experimentation competences in pre-service teachers. Thus, using the seven scenarios and not exceeding 90 minutes in testing time was an adequate approach.

Our study gave insights into pre-service teachers’ strengths and weaknesses in the assessment of experimentation competences. The difficulties could be explained about the tasks. Assessing student conceptions as well as correct student solutions, turned out to be more difficult than assessing incorrect student solutions most of the time. The only exceptions we found concern the planning of a standardized and accurate performance and measurement. Comparably few pre-service teachers mastered these requirements. The results suggest that even more attention could be paid in teacher education on student conceptions to enable relevant assessments to be able to foster student learning systematically. Moreover, the relevance of knowing and understanding PCK relevant scientific terms for precise assessments should be highlighted in biology teacher education.

Our study on knowledge of what to assess focused on one of the four areas of assessment knowledge and skills defined by Abell and Siegel [16]. Further research could examine the other areas of knowledge about the assessment of experimentation competences as well as the relationships among the knowledge
areas. Moreover, an examination of the relation of assessment literacy and the ability to plan lessons under consideration of students’ experimentation competences, which is closely linked to “knowledge of assessment interpretation and action-taking”, can give insights for improving teaching experimental lessons [16] (p. 215). For this purpose, we have an overlapping sample with a parallel study on teaching competences for experimental lessons, with one focus on the ability to plan lessons [65] that needs to be analyzed in the future.

The 1D model makes sense regarding the interdependent complex assessment of experimentation competences. Nevertheless, having a closer look at (i) the three phases of experimentation that have to be assessed and (ii) by grouping the items by the specific challenges that have to be overcome provides more in-depth insights into pre-service teachers’ strengths and weaknesses. Thereby, the study clearly shows what teacher education already tackles to a good extent and what could be more addressed in the future to bring forward pre-service teachers’ knowledge of what to assess: This helps to reflect and further develop current practices in biology teacher education in the field of improving student experimentation competences. At the same time, it motivates further research to improve biology teacher education to overcome assessment challenges and to foster assessment literacy.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Item content and scoring, items in order of decreasing difficulty per scoring category (H: Hypothesis formation, D: Design and performance of the experiment, A: Analysis of data).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Item 6</th>
<th>Item 4</th>
<th>Item 14</th>
<th>Item 15</th>
<th>Item 16</th>
<th>Item 10</th>
<th>Item 11</th>
<th>Item 13</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion</td>
<td>Student conception: Engineering mode</td>
<td>Untestable hypothesis</td>
<td>Inaccurate measurement procedure</td>
<td>Incorrect data analysis</td>
<td>Student conception: Confirmation bias</td>
<td>Lack of standardization</td>
<td>Imprecise data analysis</td>
<td>A conclusion without a link to the hypothesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The specific requirement for a full credit for the item</td>
<td>Naming and explaining</td>
<td>Explaining</td>
<td>Naming</td>
<td>Naming</td>
<td>that the student conception “engineering mode”</td>
<td>that the hypothesis is untestable</td>
<td>that the measurement procedure is inaccurate</td>
<td>that the data analysis is incorrect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score 2</td>
<td>The criterion is named and explained</td>
<td>The criterion is explained or named completely</td>
<td>The criterion is named precisely</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score 1</td>
<td>The criterion is named or for Item 4 and 6 explained</td>
<td>The criterion is explained or named in parts</td>
<td>The criterion is named imprecisely</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score 0</td>
<td>The criterion is neither named nor explained</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table A1. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Item 17</th>
<th>Item 18</th>
<th>Item 19</th>
<th>Item 20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion</td>
<td>Untestable hypothesis</td>
<td>Unfounded hypothesis</td>
<td>Unsystematic variation of variables</td>
<td>A conclusion without a link to the hypothesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The specific requirement for a full credit for the item</td>
<td>Correcting the given insufficient student answer by stating</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score 2</td>
<td>Student answer is corrected completely</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score 1</td>
<td>Student answer is corrected in parts</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score 0</td>
<td>Student answer is not corrected</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Item 3</th>
<th>Item 5</th>
<th>Item 2</th>
<th>Item 1</th>
<th>Item 8</th>
<th>Item 9</th>
<th>Item 7</th>
<th>Item 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion</td>
<td>Founded hypothesis</td>
<td>Unfounded hypothesis</td>
<td>Testable hypothesis</td>
<td>Incomprehensive hypothesis formation</td>
<td>Systematic variation of variables</td>
<td>Improprise design of experiment</td>
<td>Unsystematic variation of variables</td>
<td>Missing error analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The specific requirement for a full credit for the item</td>
<td>Naming</td>
<td>Naming or describing</td>
<td>that the hypothesis is founded</td>
<td>that the hypothesis is unfounded</td>
<td>that the hypothesis is testable</td>
<td>that the hypothesis formation is incomprehensive</td>
<td>that the variation of variables is systematic</td>
<td>that the design of the experiment is imprecise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score 2</td>
<td>The criterion is named</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score 1</td>
<td>/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score 0</td>
<td>The criterion is neither named nor described</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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